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Structural transformation of world political system changes traditional international relations between states and the global financial and bank systems, political and economical actors under close attention of world information society.

Interaction of formal international associations becomes complicated.

For understanding of the contemporary processes around the Arctic, we suggest to apply world political scientific approach. World political approach as independent direction of theory of international relation can unite historical and sociological scientific approaches with political economy and international law. World political approach is applied to research of new forms of interaction in the structure of global system. The traditional system of the state international relations is changes. There is a new form of interaction between various participants of the international cooperation - the states, the international associations, the multinational/transnational companies, world information society, etc. Historical scientific approach as the researching basis on last experience in the Arctic, sociological approaches as anthropological researches of present Arctic helps to understand the develop the Arctic within Political economy - a basis of the future Arctic economy and International law as a mechanism of international cooperations in the Arctic.

"Discussion around the Arctic region in the early 21th century can be characterized within for policy-academic thesis formulated by contemporary development and "open region" concepts. From the view of world political analysis, these postulates are:

1) The Arctic is region of peace and cooperation

2) The Arctic is a transportation route between Europe, Asia and North America

3) The Arctic is mankind's region of bio-energy reserve

These theses shows the importance of the political and economical discussions concerning development of the Arctic. The macro-global structure of the Arctic can to play a possibility of the conflict between "the state-centric world" and "the multi-centric world" (Rosenau J.N. Turbulence in the World Politics: A Theory of Change and Continuity". Princeton, 1990).

In this case, studying of formation Arctic transnational sphere, creating of "international regimes" and "global management" in the Arctic are main components of world political researches.